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Link to meeting guide Berlin
Site your conferences at the pulsating district of Berlin. The historical Spreespeicher is the perfect place for flourishing
business relations and new synergies. The exclusive 030 Eventloft is located centrally in the Berlin media quarter of
Friedrichshain, surrounded by the East Side Gallery, MTV, Universal Music and the Mercedes-Benz-Arena.
Different, daylight-flooded rooms of the sizes GRANDE, MEDIO and ULTIMO are available to you on a sovereign total
area of approx. 700 m ². Further 600 m ² look forward to your staging on our spacious outside area with nice solar terrace.
The high flexibility of the interior locations allows to hold a conference in a module, while seminars take place in the next
room. Innovative technical equipment is available to you any time.
With pleasure our experienced service team fulfils your wishes! Only experts are working for us. Get persuaded by our
professionals!
At ours you keep mobile and close to the spirit of the times. In addition, the 030 Eventloft benefits from a high-class traffic
binding. When may we receive you?

CONFERENCE ROOMS
 max. room dimension up to 700m - 3 Conference rooms total -  max. room height up to 4m -  Exhibition space from
180 to 700m²
 Room area -  Room height -  Welcome reception -  Banquet -  Classroom -  Arrange seating in rows
030 Eventloft Grande
320m² 
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030 Eventloft Medio
180m² 

030 Eventloft Ultimo
192m² 

DOWNLOADABLE MATERIAL ABOUT THE LOCATION
 Präsentationsmappe zur Location
 Grundriss (PDF)

LOCATION & ACCESS
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CONTACT

Spreespeicher Event GmbH
Stralauer Allee 2A
D-10245 Friedrichshain - Friedrichshain
http://www.spreespeicher-events.de

GALLERY

Berlin Tourismus & Kongress GmbH - Am Karlsbad 11 - 10785 Berlin
phone: +49 (0)30 - 26 39 183 fax: +49 30 - 264748 965 - email: convention@visitBerlin.de

